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Chapter 4 If,> Revolting Queers: The Southern 

Gothic in Queer Horror Film and Television 

DARREN ELLIOTT-SMITH 

A revolution of southern queers recruits 

kindred spirits to subvert gender, create 

intersections, celebrate assorted sexual 

identities, insist on all kinds of diversity, and 

critique the violence of poverty and injustice. 

-PIPPA HOLLOWAY 

Pippa Holloway's "Manifesto for a Queer South Politics" encourages south

ern queers to rise up, or to revolt, in celebration of their difference. She con

tinues that it is via this embrace of queer sexual miscellany, alongside long

standing cultural associations of deviance, abnormality, and subversion, that 

queer subjects from the South can highlight the inequality, prejudice, and vi

olent acts meted out to generations of queer individuals throughout U.S. his

tory. These anxieties and celebrations are often metaphorically played out in 

the form of southern gothic texts in literature, theater, film, and television. 

Here the metaphorical values of the gothic horror offer a symbolic space both 

for queers who revolt and for revolting queers. By queering the traditionally 

conservative formula of certain horror film subgenres (here slasher horror 

and survival/backwoods rural horror), and in rendering explicit the queer

ness already inherent in the figures of the vampire and the zombie, queer cre

ators and audiences can engage in a process of telling familiar stories anew 

from a contemporary perspective that allows for a critique of the past and a 

projection of current anxieties felt by LGBTQ+ communities in the twenty

first century. More specifically, some of the most potent critical voices can ar

guably be found in queer-authored depictions of sexual Otherness in recent 

southern gothic-inspired queer horror film and television. 
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